Seed stories; Welcoming the History and the Colors of Tceqa' Qu' Si (Hopi Dye Sunflower)

The beauty of the seed, the release of purple pigment on the mineral rich stone–something of the story of the sunflower emerges in
the rain that follows.

It has been on my plate to write about Hopi Sunflower for many months now and yet finding the
entry point, a spot to unravel, has been the most challenging aspect. I ponder over the voice of
the plant finding expression in the release of color in the dye pot and on the fibers–and find this
entrance could offer some respite from the challenges of facing histories that seem to evade the
margins of my notebook scrawls. In the same light, watching the seeds unfurl and make leaps
in their garden soil gives me another picture–another entrance into knowing the plant. These
are the visible experiences which nourish and connect us to this living moment and yet there is
much more to the seed.

Cold soaking seeds– the slow release of anthocyanin rich pigment provides a sensitive and illusive color which invites
careful tending to bring it to expression in fiber.

When we plant seeds in our garden, are they local? What might a holistic view of sustainability
mean within the context of the garden? Can we see the discussion of sustainability for its
depth, and complexity, as being a part of discussions of culture, history, and both traditional and
individual artistic expression?
What is our responsibility towards understanding something of the history of the seeds we
plant?

Seed hulls held aloft by the cotyledons (first leaves) of the Hopi Sunflower. The shells hold the pigment, the plant
provides the seeds for dyeing, food, oil and the next generation.

Research begins with reading, talking–research begins with observation. But what happens
when information and traditional knowledge is less available–or not yet connected to the whole?
When information is lacking we use our personal knowledge, gleaned from past experiences to
inform the trajectory of our research and explorations. Seeds are planted and we test the edges
of our knowledge gathered.
In the garden we have the opportunity to watch the unfolding natures of plants both wild and
cultivated but always in conversation with the place and those beings which surround it. In the
dye processes and residual colors these narratives are also unraveled and revealed.

A plethora of sun loving gestures–the parts engulfed by the expression of the whole.

For some years I have grown sunflowers and made small attempts at dyeing with the petals,
leaf and seeds. With the pandemic bringing us closer to our place, to our gardens and to the
questions of source, the sunflower has been the object of increased attention from the extended
fiber community–in large part as it holds the promise of a bluer pigment–not an easy shade to
find in the wilds or annual garden plants. Cultivating a piece of earth and placing the dark
striped seed of the sunflower in the earth, I see how my own gesture is not alone and that all
over the world we are connecting to both this moment and to the histories held in the seed itself.
How will this seed fair–how will it adapt, what attention does it require and what will it bring and
how is your own story or connection reflected back in the seeds it brings? The questions of how
this plant is connected to the history of the Hopi has lingered and drawn me into the start of
something like re-search. The literature is lacking in some ways, and even dated. Native
Seeds offers much information and source materials (texts) should one have interest in following
the threads of the histories of basketmaking, ceremony and customs of the Hopi people–I am
only at the beginning of a journey to develop a deeper picture of the 5000 year long history that
is behind the colors, medicine and food provided by the glorious sunflower.
Where are we now?
August in our Chesapeake fibershed…

First glimmer of a bud–all in green and spiral geometry.

It is high summer (or just beyond) and the gardens are bursting with new forms and colors. Last
year’s seeds have brought the new generation of seedlings to work with this season’s unfolding
architecture. The seeds carry the fabric of the larger gestures of the region's patterns, not only
preparing, but informing a kind of elasticity to the new generation. Everything plays a part in the
garden, the movement of the stars, the cycle of the moon, rainfall, felled trees in the neighbor’s
yard, the proliferation of deer and rabbits and the newly paved road and sidewalk on our block.
Sometimes these seemingly prosaic changes bring harsh challenges to our garden ecologies.
Being present and sensitive to the signs of distress, and even temperamental malaise of the
plants around us, specifically in our gardens, is a multifaceted and honored task. The garden
may seem defined by the containment of the yard, to the specificities of the year, and yet the
garden is bigger than this. We are a part of our gardens and ofdd eco-systems which expand
and extend, connect and carry stories of people and of place; past and present. The garden
connects us to a much larger whole, in the same way the seeds we plant connect us to a larger
whole, and to the specificities of stories belonging to all the individuals who have tended the
plants before us.

The sunflower may have a place in our gardens but its history belongs to a longer passage of
wild gardens spanning a time frame to a period before cultivation–at least before human
cultivation. The sunflower is native to this continent and through careful cultivation it has
developed a shape and form which carries meaning in color, design and relationship.

The sunflower has been cultivated for at least 5000 years by the Hopi people as an important
food source, medicine and as the means to produce vibrant blues, purples and heavily
pigmented blacks on ceremonial and utilitarian baskets and to dye cotton and wool fibers used
for clothing. Historically the dyes were also used for ceremonial body paint in the traditional
basket dances of the Hopi people. (Source: Helga Tiewes, Hopi Basket Weaving; Artistry in
Natural Fibers)

Hopi Sunflower, Tceqa' Qu' Si (Hopi), carries the name of a plant and the name of the people who
tended and built relationships with it for thousands of years. Its shape and tenacity are informed
by the careful decisions made in seed saving for centuries. We encounter this living relationship
in our gardens–especially when the sunflower is tended well. Reflections of this living history,
this vital dialog, live on in the plants themselves and as well in the traditional plant based colors
of basketry from the Hopi. As Teiwes writes, basketry, its living tradition, creates the medium for
preserving Hopi culture. For the Hopi basket making, handcraft and agriculture have created
and sustained a relationship to the natural world and to integrating family cultures through
ceremony, ritual and relationships.
Teiwes writes of her meeting with artist Joyce Ann Saufkie for a demonstration on creating rich
black shades from sunflower seeds on yucca strands. The process involves extracting color
under high heat and, according to Saufkie, creates a pigment superior to commercial aniline
dyes. Hopi Sunflower has also been used to create shades of blues and purples on plant fibers.
Traditional Hopi dye techniques include the use of smoke to darken blues and dull red-purples.
In some recipes naturally harvested alum is added to a stock dye liquor in the process creating
the dye for bast and protein fibers. Information about traditional Hopi dye processes was
documented by Mary-Russell Ferrel Colten in her book Hopi Dyes. Colten was an artist herself,
a writer, scholar and co-founder of the Museum of Northern Arizona. (note: Although Colten’s
book provides an entrance into the traditionally used processes, and despite its many revisions,
its original publication date was nearly 100 years ago.)
Recipes for dyeing with sunflower seeds and historical, academic resources can be found on
the Native Seeds webpage (Native Seeds is a non-profit seed conservancy organization
committed to saving seeds which can survive in arid climates and which reflect the biodiversity
of crops cultivated and tended by 50 indiginous communities, as well as recent immigrants
(@https://www.nativeseeds.org/pages/hopi-black-dye-sunflower). More dye resources can be
found in A Weaver’s Garden by Rita Buchanan and in A Dyer’s Manual by J. Goodwin.
In our fibershed there are some twenty varieties of sunflower growing wild–some are native and
some have traveled from pocket or packet to become a part of our wilder and cultivated
landscapes. The fresh flowers of many species can be used to create vibrant yellow dyes.
Beyond our region and throughout the US there are many more species of sunflower, sources
range from numbers around 50 upward–some which carry the history of leaving the land,
crossing oceans and returning hundreds of years later; transformed and in turn changing the

landscape which was their birthplace. It is a complicated and vital aspect of regionalism to look
at the ways in which we have traveled with seeds and which seeds have allowed us to travel.
The sunflower holds a truly unique series of journeys which are not always visible. All these
aspects help us to see the plant in context. The Hopi sunflower does not grow wild in our area
and yet it has been a part of our vocabulary within the context of our gardens. It seems to do
well in our fibershed and brings the possibilities for growing our spectrum of color possibilities
and towards connecting to stories.
The sunflower, Helianthus annuus, is a member of the asteraceae family–one of the largest
plant families in the classified system of organizing plants according to characteristics. What
stands out in this family is the face of the flower. The flower is a composite–is an illusion of a
kind, in that it is a blossom made up of hundreds of tiny blossoms although it appears as a
single flower. The sunflower, and in particular the larger varieties such as the Hopi sunflower
hold huge communities of flowers aloft in a floral geometry. The magnificence of the Hopi
sunflower is its scale–growing to heights above ten feet sometimes and as well the contrast of
the dominant colors golden ochre and dark, luster purple in the center when the seeds come in.
The flower nearly defies gravity and, to my eyes, is reminiscent of the dynamics of a
bumblebee–an anomaly, it is difficult to see how it is possible to maintain levity despite the
weight of the blooms, and then seeds, under the pull of gravitational forces The central flowers
are called disc flowers and each tiny blossom holds its own respective and independent plant
organs. If fertilized each of these central flowers will form a seed by the fall. The seeds provide
oil, food and dye colors in the blue and purple family. Ray flowers form the petals which circle
round the central disc. In the case of the sunflower these flowers are infertile and do not form
seeds. The young sunflowers are heliotropic, meaning that their blooms will rotate as the earth
moves, following the course of the sun from east to west even on cloudy days.
The seeds in the middle of the sunflower follow a mathematical pattern called a fibonacci series
in which each number of seeds is the sum of the following two groups (1. 2. 3. 5, 8, 13, 21, 34,
55…) The two series of curves begin in the center of the flowerhead, winding in different
directions and angles creating an elegant and elaborate geometry usually with the sequence of
34 spirals in one direction and 55 spirals in the other.

Bee and flower–the ultimate partnership as the multitude of florets in the central disc each needs assistance–with
pollination each will become a viable seed.

Sunflowers are rich in minerals–calcium, phosphorus, iron, magnesium, thiamin, vitamin D and
are high in protein. Sunflower seeds can help to lower cholesterol and blood sugar levels.
Native Americans used different parts of the sunflower to treat high fevers, skin swellings and
bites (spider and snake). The Cherokee used the sunflower for disorders of the kidney. The
Dakotas used the sunflower for ailments of the chest and lungs. As well, traditional Native
American medicine was made from the resins found in the flower heads to treat respiratory
illnesses. (T. Epels). In European herbal traditions the sunflower was used much like arnica,
and calendula, to treat wounds. In Russia a tincture of the plant was used to treat malaria.
(Whilelm Pelikan, Healing Plants).

The sunflower was first introduced to Europe in the 1500's brought over after the Spanish
invasion and colonization of parts of the Americas. Hundreds of years later, sunflowers were
introduced to Russia as a source of cooking oil. Sunflower oil grew to be a popular alternative
to butter and other oils which were prohibited during the time of Lent and the market for
sunflowers grew. Native Seeds writes that, when these sunflowers were taken back to the U.S.
under the name ‘Mammoth Russians’ during the late 1930s, they almost wiped out the native
heirloom sunflowers still being grown. Today Russia and Ukraine produce 70-80% of the global
supply.

Purple colors on silk–attributed and associated qualities; strength, valor, knowledge and leadership

Sunflowers are hyperaccumulators–meaning they are able to remove toxic substances and
materials from the soil. After the explosion of the Chernobyl Nuclear Power plant, sunflowers
were planted to remove radioactive elements from the soil. Here the sunflower is taking up an
almost sacrificial role by absorbing the toxins into its own living matrix. Planting sunflowers on
the contaminated urban soil of our own fibershed is a means to healing and clearing, cleaning
the space to grow organic foods and dye stuff.
In Ukraine, the sunflower, a national symbol, has become a poignant metaphor of hope and
holds a special place in the heart’s of those experiencing war, loss and displacement.

Crocheted flowers for a local fountain and in honor of the people of Ukraine…

As a flower essence, Patricia Kaminski talks about the asteraceae family carrying strong
geometry and reflecting a soul gesture of “ integrated consciousness”. Kaminski writes that the
sunflower works to “balance ego identity, especially when vacillating between egoism and
effacement.” Julia Graves also speaks of the unique geometry of the Compositae family, of the
parts becoming or making a whole, that this united central space can be seen as a symbol for
the self/individual which is made up of many differentiated subparts. Embracing this metaphor
is an invitation to accept the eccentricities and the multifaceted dimensions of selfhood which
make up our whole. It seems natural to see this as the gesture of the sunflower’s history
too–while acknowledgement of the parts, histories and relationships belonging to the plant are
key, the plant weaves all these parts together in its clear geometry and gesture.
Looking at the conundrum of the sunflower blossom, too large to almost be held in heights, the
complexity of its parts still presenting as something unified, the dynamics in the complementary
colors yellow and purple, one can see the sunflower as a plant of contraries. Julia Graves
writes about the historic traditions surrounding the doctrine of the signature, in which the
gestures of the plant give us clues to its healing properties. She writes, when a plant works by
way of contraries, that it brings about the opposite state of what is, we can think of them as
teachers teaching something new.
There is much to admire in the striking beauty of this plant as it stands in our gardens, becoming
a part of our place, providing an important food source and a full range of color

sensibilities–delicate, ephemerial on some surfaces, and earthy and eternal on others. The
invitation to explore the colors from these plants gives us the opportunity to explore older
traditions and as well to find new relationships and expressions on the fibers we develop.

The questions of language, of history and of personal responsibility are at the core of our
interactions in the garden and in our wilder local spaces too as we encounter plants and their
landscapes. It is within our gardens that we are given the opportunity to face these issues of
belonging or not, of histories, needs and of finding the place and balance for all, in order that the
individual plant may stand in all its full glory in relationship to those who are caretaking. I
welcome Hopi sunflowers into my garden this year as a new friend. I admire the wealth of food
and color provided as bees and other insects busily pollinate each floret on the massive rich
purple flower heads. I am grateful for the considerations the plant brings, and grateful for the
majestic beauty and sun loving gesture.

After the harvest, the individual parts, each with beauty, even when isolated from their original form…

Planting sunflowers.
The sunflower can take 60-90 days to mature. Plant in the late spring after the last frost. There
is much published on the difficulties of transplanting sunflowers as they are sensitive to
change–and the fine root hairs are easily damaged in the process. For this reason it is best to

direct seed although I have found the sprouting plants attract attention from squirrels, rabbits
and deer and so I do transplant sunflowers carefully when they are a bit more established in
size. Keep the plants well watered when young and consider a protective fence to deter hungry
wildlife. A cloche–basket which allows sunlight to reach the plant, or netting works well to
provide protection until your plants reach a height which makes them less accessible.

Harvest
When the ray flowers (the yellow exterior petals) dry and begin to fall the seeds will be nearly
ready to harvest. Leave the blooms on the plants and allow them to dry–if you like, you can
cover the drying bloom with a paper bag to keep the birds from harvesting them. There is
purple, anthocyanin pigment in the hull of the seeds and yellow pigment in the ray flowers–the
bright yellow petals on the exterior of the bloom. The seeds and petals can be dried and saved
for dyeing.

Sunflower seeds impressing pinks and purples on silk, wool, cotton and linen (low heat stove top process)

Dyeing with Hopi sunflowers
Lisa and I met for a winter dye session and worked with frozen and dried sunflower seeds which
we had both carefully set aside for winter dyeing. We set up a few different dye baths to work
with–a stove top heated pot, and a predominantly solar/ heated, slow soak method. We
observed that the seeds gave rich blue purple shades when soaked overnight before beginning
the heated dye process. It seems the release of color was a reaction of moving from cool
temperatures, from frozen seeds to tepid water and then gradually to a gentle heat.
Rita Buchanan suggests starting with cold water and bringing the seeds to a simmer only until
the hulls crack (about 30 minutes), strain the dye liquid from the seeds and then proceed to
separate seed and hull so as not to waste the food. WE left our seeds for the squirrels and
birds to enjoy. You can then add your fibers to the strained dye liquid and continue to cook on
low heat for an hour or more. A similar recipe can be found in Colter's book Hopi dyes. The
length of heating the dye liquor varied in the recipes we encountered. For our purposes we
decide to slowly raise the heat to about 140-160 and hold it there for an hour and then leave the
fibers to soak overnight. Hopi recipes recommend leaving the fibers to soak for 24 hours and
suggest that cotton responds best to these longer cold soaks.

Alternatively to the heated stove top method one might try a slow solar method. Place seeds in
a glass mason jar. Heat your water to a high temperature and pour over the seeds to nearly fill
the jar. Allow to soak in the sun and add your pre-wetted fibers. Keep checking, stirring and
tending for the 2-4 days that follow being mindful of the possibility of the pot turning rancid.
Beginning your solar process after extracting a dye liquor as described in the heated method
above could also be an interesting method to try.

Samples of color expression on cotton, linen, raw silk, silk habotai and wool

There is mention of the differences or modification of color through the use of yucca root or
conventional soap (lux or ivory) in wool cleaning in Colter’s book, Hopi Dyes. This seems to
point to the sensitivity of the pigments involved and is reminiscent of dye experiences with other
foodstuffs such as black beans. Working with the ph in different stages of the dye process
could bring a wider range of possibilities to your fibers from shades of pink to blue. In our dye
baths we tried to keep the ph neutral/slightly alkaline to attain more blue hues.

Silks dyed with the slow solar processed seeds of the Hopi sunflower…

The addition of iron to a post-mordant bath created green tones on gray wools and gray-mauve
on lighter fibers. Below is a collection of locally sourced milled and handspun yarns transformed
by the addition of iron.

Wool yarns; solar process, no mordant, iron after bath.

Cormo yarns from Flying Goat Farm from the top: green wool (alum/heat/iron after bath), blue wool (alum/heat), gray
wool (no mordant/heat)

From the Hopi sunflower seeds we experienced a myriad of color expressions on wool, silk,
cotton and linen–a language of contrasts from the ephemeral to striking and vibrant to rich and
earthy. The strongest blues were present on protein fibers with the addition of alum. The
richest green-gray came from alum mordanted, heated and solar processed protein fibers.
Unmordanted and morandanted bast and seed fibers gave subtle mauve-grays and mordanted
fibers brought blue-gray hues–many of these tones are difficult to capture in photos.

Solar dyes, top down:
silk, linen, cotton and wool (no mordant), wool, cotton, linen, raw silk and habotai
(no mordant, Fe after bath)

Top down:
Habitoi, raw silk, cotton, linen, wool felt (alum/solar process with an iron after bath), wool fabric, linen, cotton, raw silk
(alum/heated process).

